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Get 16 precious projects using heart-, star-, and hexagon-shaped plastic canvas, including coaster

sets, doilies, a photo frame, boxes, ornaments, and more. Simple instructions, plus color charts and

photos, make them fun and easy to do.
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Leisure Arts is a leading publisher and distributor of â€œhow-toâ€• and lifestyle publications with

emphasis on creative crafts, needlework, decorating, and entertaining.Â  Leisure Arts is located in

Little Rock, AR.

I am recovering from a Traumatic Brain Injury I had 42 years ago at the age of 27, was married for 7

years to a Navy sailor when we were stationed overseas when I was run down and sustained a

TBI..Divorce my ex 14 years in my recovery when he became a felon by California supreme court

because he could not accept me the way I turned out. I had speech aphasia with memory lost not

just in English but also my nationality is Ukrainian.Over 26 years I taught myself to these plastic

canvas project just something to do. I have moved from birth of Venezuela South America came to

America, in 1954 citizenship in 1960 graduated from high school in Cleveland, Ohio in 1966 . Met

my sailor in 1967 on Halloween we married on 6 December 1967.I enjoy doing embroidery and

plastic canvas and I love to read paperbacks, its hard to find others who would take some time to

teach me more of the.new technology. So I am trying to keep up like you all are.



Some of the projects on the front cover did not really suit my taste. But the projects within the book

are super. In fact I can hardly wait till I buy the materials to start the projects. The instructions are

not put with the graphs, which makes it a little confusing to understand. I would recommend this

product to those whose interest in Plastic Canvas has a skill level of Intermediate +.

Very Interesting.

Wonderful detail,easy to follow, so good for beginners.Makes great gifts so anyone who enjoys

plastic canvas will surely enjoy

Nice book.

i just love these patterns ...easy to and follow ....

This book has alot to offer for beginners with working on plastic canvas. I would recommend for

anybody doing crafts

A great primer for anyone interesting in learning the art of needlepoint on plastic canvas.
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